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EARTHBOUND

Bossa Nova

A

Gsus  Bbm6  Fm11b5  Dm11b5  AbMaj7#11  Cmi1  Ebm9  Fsus6  Gmi11b6

DbMaj7#11

Fm11  Gmi11b6  Ami1  AbMaj7  Gmi7b5  Em11b5  D7#11  Eb7#11  Am11b5

B

AbMaj7

D7b9#11

Bm6 11

C

AMaj7#11

NO CHORD  Fmi7

AbMaj7
Solo Changes

A

C[\f ] G7us Bbm16 Fmi11b5 Dm11b5 AbMaj7#11 C#7 Cm11 Ebm19 F#m6 G#m11b6

DbMaj7#11 C#7 Fmi11 Abm11 AbMaj7 Gmi7b5 Em11b5 D7#11 Eb7#11 Am11b5

(harmonic rhythm)

B

Am11 Abm7 D7b9#11 Am11 C#7 Em11 C#7 Fmi11 AbMaj7

C

Am11 Abm7 D7b9#11 Am11 Abm7 C#7 F7 C#7 AbMaj7

DbMaj7 Bbm16 Gmi7b5 Fmi11 Em11b5 F#m7b5 A#msus Dm11b5

G7us Bbm11 Fmi11b5 Dm11b5 Cm11
Medium Jazz Waltz

Soliloquy

A

\[\text{DMaj7} \quad \text{Bb7#11} \quad \text{Ab7}\]

B

\[\text{BMaj7} \quad \text{Ami7b5} \quad \text{D7b9} \quad \text{GMaj7}\]

\[\text{C/E} \quad \text{Ebmaj7#11} \quad \text{Fesus}\]

\[\text{Gmi4#7b5} \quad \text{Bbmi} \quad \text{Eb7} \quad \text{Ami7b5}\]

\[\text{D7#9} \quad \text{Gmi11} \quad \text{Emi7b5} \quad \text{Ebm11b5}\]
ON THE BRINK
Solo at G on cue to H
Tpt solo then pno solo

D/A

Vamp till cue at H
B/A

IX ONLY

SAMBA
B/A

IX ONLY

SAMBA
B/A

D/A

Solo Continues
Backgrounds on pno solo only

D/F

H
Gsus

D/A

Gsus

D/F
D.S. (D) al CODA

Vamp and Fade

Play on A Locrian

Play on A Locrian (Runs)

Am7b9

Am7b13
NOMANSLAND

Ballad-Freely Expressive

PLUG
ALTO
TEN
TBN

INTERPRET FREELY

PNO

BS
DRMS

MEDITATIVE

Ab7#9#11 G7alt Cmi7 BMaj7/Bb Bb7b13 Cmi7b5 Fsus(with 3rd)

Ab7#9#11 G7alt Cmi7 BMaj7/Bb Bb7b13 Cmi7b5 Fsus(with 3rd)

Ab7#9#11 G7alt Cmi7 BMaj7/Bb Bb7b13 Cmi7b5 Fsus(with 3rd)
SOLO

Cm69b5 D7#9#11 Ab7 G7#9 Cm69b5 D7#9#11
Cm69b5 D7#9#11 Ab7 G7#9 Cm69b5 D7#9#11

SOLO ENDS

SOLO ENDS

BALLAD FEEL

Ab7#9 G7#9 Cm7 BMaj7/Bb Bb7 Cm7(b5) F7 Fm7
Ab7#9 G7#9 Cm7 BMaj7/Bb Bb7 Cm7(b5) F7 Fm7

BALLAD FEEL

BALLAD FEEL